Research on the Credit Consumption Behavior of College Students in Internet Finance—Based on Ant Credit Pay
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Abstract—at present, Internet finance has become an essential part of people's life, opening up a high-speed development model in China. This article studies the college students' behaviors of use of Internet financial credit products. Taking Ant credit pay as an example, survey the college students’ use of ant credit pay, the situation of over-consumption, and the future development of this credit pay. Analyze the behavior of excessive consumption from the view of the expenditure and income, and resource of repayment mode, and then puts forward suggestions from two aspects of students and ant credit pay platform.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In 2009, the China Banking Regulatory Commission cancels the processing of college students' credit card, and the college student loan is mainly the internet lending platform (Rong Xi, Hao Liujun (2016))[3]. Internet financial credit products are widely used by college students in China. Internet lending platforms includes traditional e-commerce platform, phased purchase platform, P2P and other types (Liang Zicong, Yang Shuo, et al. (2018))[4].

In western countries, the international college student credit platform mainly involves the credit card market. 2/3 of college students have credit cards, and most have multiple credit cards (Jacquelyn (2014))[1]. Credit card as the main means of traditional credit consumption, there are lots of problems related to the regulation, which include processing procedures are complex, the threshold is high, convenience of use and personal access to credit consumption is difficult (Hillebrand (2014))[2].

About the students’ behavior in Internet finance, Li Tong (2018)[5] believed that because of the policy of the China Banking Regulatory Commission in issuing the credit card for college students in 2009 and the mastery of information technology and the advanced consumption concept, college students became internet financial credit consumption—the leader of the market. Sun Yuefan and Gao Anqi et al. (2013) [6]pointed out that college students' correct and objective treatment of online consumption can play a positive role in network consumption, but there are also some irrational phenomena such as unreasonable structure of personal consumption and lack of security awareness and rights awareness. Li Haifeng (2015) [7] believes that with the occurrence of economic globalization, the bad values and lifestyles of consumption-oriented, individualism and hedonism pursued by capitalist countries tend to make college students tend to self-satisfy and love in the process of consumption. Material consumption, which has a greater impact on the establishment of a correct view of consumption by college students. According to Guo Linna's (2015) [8] survey report, since 2013, the majority of student groups have a high degree of acceptance of these installment consumption platforms. On the one hand, staging consumption greatly...
stimulates the desire of college students to consume, and encourages the formation of students’ incorrect consumption concepts. On the other hand, staged consumption also has a great impact on the personal credit of college students. The conditions for college students to register for the use of ant credit pay are very simple, and there are many irregularities. If the overdue repayment or non-payment of college students’ personal credits will appear some stains.

This study analyzes the problem of over-consumption of college students, deeply analyzes the internal use of credit products by college students, the repayment source of excessive consumption, and then propose suggestion. It selects a representative Internet credit product and conduct an empirical study by conducting questionnaires for research purpose. It is significant to solve the problem of over-consumption of college students.

III. CASE SELECTION

A. Patterns of Internet Consumer Credit products in China

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Credit Product</th>
<th>Line of credit</th>
<th>Interest-free period</th>
<th>Repayment mode and interest rate in instalments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tmall</td>
<td>——</td>
<td>——</td>
<td>Period 3 (0%) , Period 6 (4.5%) , Period 9 (6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ant credit pay</td>
<td>Up to 50,000</td>
<td>10days—41days</td>
<td>Payment will be made within 9th of the following month after confirmation of receipt of the goods. Period 3 (2.5%) , Period 6 (4.5%) , Period 9 (6.5%) , Period 12 (8.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JD white bar</td>
<td>Up to 50,000</td>
<td>Up to 30days</td>
<td>Staging service 0.5%—1.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIPSHOP flower</td>
<td>No maximum limit</td>
<td>——</td>
<td>Period 3 (1.3%) , Period 6 , Period 12 , Period 24 (1.1%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

China’s Internet consumer credit products are diverse, as Table 1 shows, mainly Tmall, ant credit pay, JD white bar and VIPSHOP flower. Among the many Internet credit products, the main reason for college students’ online loan is ant credit pay. The reason why ant credit pay stand out is that it satisfies the requirements of college students for Internet financial credit products, and therefore becomes the first choice for college students. Credit conditions, flexible credit lines, long interest-free periods and relatively low installment rates have greatly subverted the traditional financial model, and the repayment method is combined with shopping to confirm the next month after receipt of the goods. The length of the interest-free period can be freely controlled by the customer and more humane. Compared with the VIPSHOP flower, the staging rate of the ant credit pay is higher, but the ant credit pay has opened the offline payment function, which can be used for daily offline purchase payment, while VIOSHOP, JD white bar and Tmall staging only can be used in shopping on the corresponding shopping platform, the offline function of ant credit pay will undoubtedly promote the growth of the customer base. As a special group, contemporary college students advocate individuality and pursue material enjoyment, which is a type of demand in the consumer group. For the emergence of online credit consumer products such as ant credit pay, college students are more inclined to ant credit pay, and ant credit pay have changed the consumption behavior and consumption concept of college students. Therefore, the use rate of ant credit pay in college students is higher, and ant credit pay are more representative in the selection of college students.

IV. EMPIRICAL RESEARCH

A. Questionnaire Design

The design of this questionnaire is based on the factors that the college students use the “ant credit pay” to cause the excessive consumption behavior of college students and the countermeasures. The research on the college students using the “ant credit pay” e-commerce personal consumption credit consumption is analyzed. The influence of “ant credit pay” credit products on college students’ consumption concept and consumption behavior is the investigation of college students' understanding of the “ant credit pay” credit consumption, their willingness to use and how to treat it. In order to ensure the validity of the questionnaire and the accuracy of the wording. Before the questionnaire was officially issued, the questionnaire was sent to the teacher and some students, some suggestions were sought, some parts of the questionnaire were revised, and then the questionnaire was randomly distributed to 30. Undergraduate students conduct trial research, observe the credibility and validity of the collected data, eliminate the factors that are not significant, and make some minor modifications to some of the questionnaires with poor data performance, and finally form the final draft of the questionnaire.

This questionnaire is mainly composed of three parts, of which the second and third parts are the core of the questionnaire design. The general contents are as follows:

The first part is mainly about the basic information of college students, including grade, gender, monthly living...
expenses, etc. In order to understand the basic information of college students.

The second part mainly includes the investigation object's understanding of the ant credit pay, the willingness to use the survey object, the use, the use quota and the repayment method. The purpose is to understand the use of the ant credit pay in the college student population.

The third part includes aspects: First, the reasons why college students choose to use ant credit pay. The second is whether the use of ant credit pay will bring about the problem of excessive consumption and the actual situation of the individual, the reasons for the excessive consumption and to prevent college students from overspending put forward their own suggestions. Third, the views of college students on the future development of ant credit pay and hope to increase the function to promote the development of ant credit pay.

B. Questionnaire Collection.

The collection of this questionnaire is mainly through the questionnaire star website supplemented by the questionnaire star website platform to carry out the investigation and collection of data. This paper is mainly for the questionnaire distribution in the Yunnan college student group, and the online version of the questionnaire link through QQ (group), WeChat, Weibo and other forms are distributed. Some social networking sites allow many college students of different grades to fill in through the friend forwarding and sharing function, such as QQ and WeChat. In addition, the respondent clicks on the link to start the answer to the completion of the generated questionnaire, and the questionnaire star website can attract the respondents by sharing the lottery to expand the questionnaire population.

In this paper, through the online questionnaire platform, a total of 240 questionnaires were distributed, and 229 questionnaires were actually retrieved in Yunnan. The recovery rate of the questionnaire was 95%. The number of valid questionnaires was 227, and the effective rate was 99.1%.

C. Data Description and Analysis

1) Characteristics of Ant Credit Pay User

| TABLE II. CHARACTERISTICS OF ANT CREDIT PAY USER IN COLLEGE |
|--------------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Sex/ Monthly living expenses | Classification | Frequency | Percentage |
| Sex | Male | 100 | 44.05% |
| | Female | 127 | 55.95% |
| Monthly living expenses | 0—1000 | 57 | 25.11% |
| | 1000—2000 | 110 | 48.46% |
| | 2000—3000 | 25 | 11.01% |
| | More than 3000 | 35 | 15.42% |

It can be seen from Table 2 that among the 227 valid questionnaires obtained in this survey, the most important feature of the participants is that there are more women, which is basically consistent with the gender distribution characteristics of financial institutions. It can be seen from Table 2 that, among the 227 valid questionnaires obtained in this survey, the most important feature of the participants is that there are more women, which is basically consistent with the gender distribution characteristics of financial institutions.

The monthly living expenses sample of this questionnaire accounts for 74.89% of the total sample in the 1000—2000 yuan and 2000 yuan, which indicates that China's economy is developing rapidly and the price level is high, which leads to higher consumption level of college students. The ability to consume is also strong. The number of college students with a living cost of 0-1000 is 57. This level of living expenses can only meet the daily living expenses of college students. If college students want to buy clothing skin care products and other necessities of life funds may be a little insufficient, so ant credit pay is the best choice for college students. According to the sample data, the number of people living under 2,000 yuan is relatively large. Therefore, the desire to purchase is strong and the expenditure is greater than the income. This is the key reason why college students choose to use ant credit pay consumer credit products. From the data in Table 1, it can be concluded that the use of ant credit pay and family conditions in college students is inversely related, that is, the family conditions are slightly worse, and the lower the living expenses for college students, the more choices are used by college students to use their ant credit pay to meet their own consumption needs. The better the family conditions, the higher the living expenses for college students. The number of college students who choose to use ant credit pay is relatively small. The reason is that the living expenses provided by the family can meet the consumption needs of college students, and they will not choose to use such credit products as ant credit pay.

2) Use status of Ant Credit Pay

According to the data in Figure 1, the group of college students understands and uses and frequently uses 135 people in the understanding and use of ant credit pay, accounting for 59.47%. The proportion of ant credit pay is large, which indicates that the promotion of ant credit pay in college students is very good. The college students are very willing to use ant credit pay. It can be seen that ant credit pay are very...
popular among college students as a personal credit platform. The number of college students is increasing year by year, the number of college students will also increase, and the problem of excessive consumption will become more prominent. And 114 of the 227 people who used ant credit pay in the survey said that the use of ant credit pay would encourage them to buy more than half of the items that would not be able to pay at a single price. Because ant credit pay makes college students have stronger short-term spending power, high-priced products that could not be purchased due to living expenses are successfully purchased because of ant credit pay. The “support” of ant credit pay makes college students feel bold and expensive to buy. The goods, some students with poor self-control will frequently use ant credit pay due to the convenience of ant credit pay and short-term consumption satisfaction, and even rely on ant credit pay, resulting in excessive consumption. Increased overhead is also an important factor in over-consumption.

3) Analysis of expenditure and income

It can be seen from the source data of living expenses in Figure 2. The subjects of this study are all college students. Up to 83.7% of the college students' living expenses are from the parents, and a small part comes from part-time income and scholarships. There is no stable source of income. It can be seen from the figure that the source of income of college students is the supply of parents, with a small amount of extra income, and even more people have no additional income. Therefore, when college students produce excessive consumption behavior regardless of their own consumption level, the solvency is limited, and college students cannot bear it themselves. In the end, the parents are responsible for the debt, which will lead to increased family economic pressure and increase the burden on the family. However, there are still some college students whose income source is not the living expenses only provided by parents. This part of the students will do some part-time work in the spare time, earn living expenses, get more income by their own labor, and students with extra income will spend time on ants. The frequency of use will be less, because the students with extra income have their own personal experience of income is hard to come by, so the concept of consumption is relatively normal, rarely excessive consumption, only when the funds are insufficient occasionally use ant credit pay to help solve the problem of insufficient funds. It can be concluded that the behavior of college students’ bad consumption concept is related to their own experience and educational background. Therefore, college students can participate in some internship activities, change the concept of bad consumption of college students, and guide the college students to form a normal consumption concept.

Occasionally use ant credit pay to help solve the problem of insufficient funds. It can be concluded that the behavior of college students’ bad consumption concept is related to their own experience and educational background. Therefore, college students can participate in some internship activities, change the concept of bad consumption of college students, and guide the college students to form a normal consumption concept.

Fig. 3. Distribution of use of ant credit pay in college students

As can be seen from Figure 3, the highest proportion is daily necessities. It is because ant credit pay can not only be used for Taobao shopping, but also expand offline business. Offline and Alipay merchants can also choose to use ant credit pay to pay for their purchases. Even using red packets to attract users to use ant credit pay when shopping offline, it can be seen that ant credit pay have occupied every aspect of college students’ daily life, and the frequency of using ant credit pay is very high. In addition, entertainment, luxury goods and electronic products also accounted for a large proportion, indicating that the consumption structure of college students began to transform after using ant credit pay. From the beginning, the cost of living was changed from paying for daily necessities and food to items with higher purchase prices. The opening of the ant credit pay enables college students to have the consumption power of high-end products.

4) Analysis of the distribution of repayment modes

Fig. 4. The distribution of repayment modes of college students

The distribution of repayment modes of college students
According to Figure 4, after the ant credit pay is used by the college students, when the repayment date arrives, the repayment method of the college students' group selection is mostly to repay the living expenses of the next month. This data proves that the college students' online loan repayment source is the cost of living. The data shows that college students pay 60.35% of their living expenses. The borrowing of money from others and the repayment of their parents are not rare. However, asking parents to help repay the money will put some pressure on the family's expenses. This data indicates that when college students use such consumer credit products, when the amount of consumption exceeds their ability to repay, this consumption behavior is excessive consumption. If you can't pay back on time, it will have a negative impact on your college's own credit, and college students don't have strong self-reliance ability, but also have schoolwork, so they don't have the time and energy to earn enough funds to repay their loans. More is Relying on their own living expenses to repay loans, living expenses are used to repay loans every month. To a certain extent, it also affects the basic life of college students. Some people may not be able to guarantee their basic life. They are not afraid under the pressure of life. Confidence with the family, but instead borrowed money, carrying more loans, and even more may be on the road to illegal crime. And in the questionnaire survey, whether the use of ant credit pay for question 13 will cause you to over-consume, 37% students believe that the use of ant credit pay will cause excessive consumption behavior, 63% of college students feel that they will not over-excess consuming behavior. Even if the number of people who produce excessive consumption is relatively small, it shows that the existence of ant credit pay does cause the college students to over-consume during use. Those who feel that they are not likely may be able to continue to use the ant credit pay. A psychological suggestion does not realize the problem of excessive consumption. And the emergence of such credit products as ant credit pay is tantamount to providing strong financial support to college students. The emergence of credit consumption products has an inescapable responsibility for the formation of college students' bad consumption ideas, both of which are related to each other.

Figure 5 shows that the repayment pressure of college students using ant flower is 59.91%, thus it can be seen that most college students do not consume rationally according to their repayment ability when using ant credit pay. And 33.48% of college students said they would be forced to choose to install instalments and pay interest because they could not repay on time. This will increase the amount of repayment, and if a new consumer loan is generated without repaying the loan. In an infinite loop of borrowing-repayments, the situation will get worse and worse, and eventually college students can't solve their own problems by seeking their parents. In another case, college students feel pressured but will find ways to repay 26.43% during the interest-free period. This part of the college students will be in poor spirit because of stress, and their minds are used to consider how to repay on time, without feelings, leading to declining grade. And 14.98% of the students said that there is no pressure on repayment, and they are willing to choose to repay in installments.

V. SUGGESTION FOR STUDENTS’ EXCESSIVE CONSUMPTION

Based on the above analysis of excessive consumption behavior, the following solutions are proposed for the over-consumption behavior of college students using Ant credit pay.

A. Suggestion for college students

1) It is necessary to cultivate the personal financial management consciousness of contemporary college students, reasonably plan the monthly consumption expenditures and control over their own excessive consumption. Students should remind themselves to avoid blind consumption when they use consumer loans like ant credit pay.

2) Cultivate the correct consumption habits of college students and cultivate a rational consumption concept. When purchasing goods, it is necessary to consider multiple aspects, combine consumption choice with their own actual situation, and then make a decision. It is also possible to use the method of accounting to reasonably arrange the use of funds, so that students should clearly understand the situation of funds and carefully consider whether to use this fund.

3) Strengthen financial attainments, clearly recognize the nature of financial services such as ant credit pay, and cannot use ant credit pay for illegal operations.

4) Maintaining and protect personal credit. While using online credit consumption, students need to weigh the pros and cons according to their own situation, and develop the habit of knowing and attaching importance to our personal credit. Nowadays, there are a lot of news in the society that college students commit suicide because they use small-scale campus loans to make profits and high debts.

B. Suggestion for Ant Credit Pay

1) Strengthen the supervision of ant credit pay, and improve the transparency of information on the platform, so that consumers can analyze according to their own information, and thus rational consumption. For example, the interest rate

5) Analysis of repayment pressure

![Fig. 5. College students’ repayment pressure.](image-url)
of the installment rate and the installment service fee are transparent, so that consumers can choose to use it reasonably.

2) Strengthen the review of the user data when opening the ant credit pay for students, and then set up the college student certification system. In order to encourage the college students to authenticate the identity, the appropriate low interest rate can be given to students after their certification. At the same time, impose quota restrictions in a reasonable level, not simply increase the credit limit.

3) Set the bill reminder function before the last repayment date. The current bill reminder is often ignored in the form of SMS, because college students rarely use the SMS function. It could set up an Alipay’s alert function in the use of Alipay setting automatically pop-up page, so that college students can more intuitively notice the reminders.

4) Combine the level of consumer consumption and reasonably formulate an installment repayment plan to improve repayment mechanism. The ant credit pay platform should take into account the characteristics of college students as a major group of consumption and the non-income group. Formulate the reasonable installment repayment plan, so that the college student can carry out and moderate flexible consumption, and reduce the negative impact of consumer credit on college students.

VI. CONCLUSION

With the strict restrictions on the issuance of credit cards by banking financial institutions to college students, Internet financial credit products are widely used by college students in China. It makes modern life more convenient, brings convenience to the masse, and injects new consumption concepts into the college students. The use of e-commerce platform personal consumer credit business not only has a positive impact on college students, but also has a negative impact on the excessive consumption. This article takes ant credit pay, which is the representative of the personal consumer credit business of e-commerce platform, as an example to study excessive consumption on college students. Through the online questionnaire platform, a total of 240 questionnaires were distributed, and 227 questionnaires were actually and validly retrieved. According to questionnaire survey, it analyzes the status of users, their expenditure and income, the resource of repayment and the repayment pressure, which are related to excessive consumption of college students. The results from this empirical analysis show that 59.47% college students understand and frequently use ant credit pay; 50.22% students would be encouraged to purchase high-priced products which exceed their living expense. And 33.48% of college students were in pressure to choose instalments. Therefore this problem of college students should be corrected both by students themselves and restricted by ant credit pay platform.
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